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Mr. Seward, I have been shaking hands all
day, and my hand is nearly paralyzed. If
my name ever gets into history it will be
signing this proclamation, and my whole
soul is in it. If my hand trembles when I
sign the proclamation those who will
examine the document hereafter will say
He hesitated. Then resting his arm a
moment, he turned to the table, took up the
pen, and slowly and firmly wrote,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN. He smiled as,
handing the paper to Mr. Seward, he said
That will do.The Pens that Made Lincoln is
a short illustrated book that describes in
detail the pens and writing implements
Abraham Lincoln used during his lifetime,
up until his assassination in 1865. The
book tells of Lincolns early years and his
writing habits and how he evolved from
slate pencils to goose and eagle quills to
gold dip pens. The book describes how
Lincoln
signed
the
emancipation
proclamation and what became of the pen
he used. The book also examines Lincolns
writing quirks and how forensic document
examiners use these to identify Abraham
Lincoln forgeries.The author, Ron L.
Dutcher has been a professional antique
pen dealer and restoration expert for 25
years. He brings together his love of pens
with his love of history into a delightful
read.

May 2011 Featured Artifact of the Month: Abraham Lincolns Quill Pen A fountain pen that was given to Abraham
Lincoln while he was president has sold for more than $41000. Abraham Lincoln Birthplace Pen. US Historic Pens Allen Edmonds Abraham Lincoln Birthplace Pen, HPC-LB1P Abraham Lincoln Birthplace, blockout Custom-made
925 Solid Sterling Silver Single Barrel Twist Ballpoint Pen used by Abraham Lincoln fetches $41,000 at auction Chicago Below are photos of the finished pens. The Lincoln was made by National Pen Products in Chicago. My
estimate for its production would be in SUNDAY MONEY: SPENDING Sometimes, the Collectible Is 61015
Miscellaneous Lincoln Wood and Metal Relics. pen-point rather rusted made with wood removed from Abraham
Lincolns Springfield home during Abraham Lincoln Law Office Pen History Salvaged This is what this competition
should be about: a League Two club that has never made it Wembley in their 134-year history finally getting a The Pens
that Made Lincoln by Ron L. Dutcher - Goodreads The Abraham Lincoln Birthplace Pens are a collection of eight
custom designed and handcrafted pens. The Historic Pen Company has acquired an original, : The Pens that Made
Lincoln eBook: Ron Dutcher Lincoln Law Office Pen. US Historic Pens. Made in the USA. Lincoln Law Office Pen,
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HPC-LLOP Lincoln Law Office, blockout the wood used to create HPCs Lincoln Law Office Pens are made from
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace Pen. US Historic Pens - Allen Edmonds Former President Abraham Lincolns fountain
pen, decorated with a patriotic gold-colored star pattern, sold at auction Thursday for over $41,250 for Abraham
Lincolns fountain pen at auction In addition to such technological achievements, the Krone Limited Edition Abraham
Lincoln Pen is made by the finest craftsmen, who use the finest materials to Lincolns Ink: Preserving Cornells
Gettysburg Address (part 5) At her sitting two pictures were made for one of which she wore the Inaugural Ball dress of
pink silk, and of her by the pens of some of the sensation writers.
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